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After years of experimenting, we found that when you combined the fit, style and logo
placements observed in the surf/skate market with the technical aspects of the outdoors
market we stumbled upon something that represented us and we were comfortable
wearing in the elements or out at night. Live Your Obsession has become our mantra. As
you'll find in our product series below, our clothing will always aim to serve that.

We all have our favorite spot to hang out after
a full day spent outside. Whether it's by a
raging fire pit or a beach side bar stool, we
understand the importance of clothing that
multitasks. Our whole concept originated from
a market that failed to give proper recognition
to our two favorite things: clothing for the
outdoors and the celebration that typically
happens afterward. Why did we have to
change our outfit to be comfortable? As a
group comprised of hunters, big game
fisherman, and snow boarders we set out for
something stylish and rugged, yet not over the
top like other brands.

BORN IN 2010, DEEP is a product of the
Ocean State!  With roots established in
the depths of the Atlantic ocean and all

that it has to offer to sportsmen, our
products are tried and tested in tough

environments by those who spend
their life on the water. 

 
We've spent our days researching and

developing while tournament and
commercial tuna fishing, but we

specialize in Boat To Bar: comfortable
clothing for the elements but also
fitting for dinner and drinks after. 
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Laurie Driggs Fontenot
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P R O D U C T  I N Q U I R I E S
info@deepoceanapparel.com

401.753.7792

T H E  D E E P  D I F F E R E N C E
From casual to hardcore, we're normalizing good eco decisions for all outdoorsmen and
doing our part, starting with comfortable t-shirts made of plastic bottles. 

https://www.facebook.com/deepapparelLYO
https://shopdeep.com/pages/contact-us
https://www.instagram.com/deep_apparel/


As much as we like to have fun, we also take
the outdoors seriously. We're taking plastic
bottles out of the environment and making

them into Eco Friendly No Shoes Reefs
shirts for you to buy, wear and promote

Ocean Habitat. 
 

The funds raised from the sale of these
shirts goes to our partners at The Reef Ball
Foundation for their work to help rebuild

the ocean one Reef Ball at a time.
 

ALL ECO SERIES APPAREL

ECO SERIES

VERB
Definition: The seamless transition from any

outdoor activity to leisure without the
changing of one's outfit.

 
DEEP apparel is an established but small
outdoor lifestyle clothing company that

specializes in Boat To Bar or Field to Fire:
clothing for the elements but also fitting for

dinner and drinks after.
 

ALL PRODUCTS

BOAT TO BAR

FREEDOM SERIES
10% of all proceeds of the "Freedom"

line will go towards our friends at "Beyond
the Battle."

 
If you’re not familiar, Beyond the Battle

specializes in taking wounded Veterans on
rehabilitating hunting and fishing trips as
very small thank you for their sacrifices.

Join us in thanking and supporting!
 

ALL FREEDOM APPAREL
 

https://shopdeep.com/collections/eco-series
https://shopdeep.com/collections/all
https://www.beyondthebattle.org/
https://shopdeep.com/collections/freedom-apparel
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